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0. Forword
All intellectual property rights (including, but not limited to,
copyright, trademark and technical secrets) related to this product
and its derivatives, as well as all relevant documents (including all
information in this document and any annexes thereto) are owned
by the MATRIX Foundation.
Without the prior written consent of the MATRIX Foundation, any
user who uses this document shall not lend, license, transfer, sell,
distribute, disseminate or dispose of the product or information
contained in this document to any third party, nor shall any third
party use the product or information contained in this document
in any form.
This document shall not be copied, modified or distributed for any
purpose, in any form or in any way without the prior written
permission of the MATRIX Foundation. No user using this
document shall alter, remove or damage any trademark used in
this document.
This document is provided "as is" and the MATRIX Foundation
does not guarantee the use or consequences of this document in
terms of its correctness, accuracy, reliability or other aspects. All
information in this document may be further amended without
notice. The MATRIX Foundation is not responsible for any errors
or inaccuracies that may occur in this document.
In no case shall the MATRIX Foundation be liable for or infringe
upon any direct loss, indirect loss, incidental loss, special loss or
punitive damages (including, but not limited to, access to
alternative goods or services, loss of use rights, data or profits, or
business interruption), resulting from the use of the product and
the information contained in this document, even if the MATRIX
Foundation has been informed beforehand that such losses may
occur.

All rights are reserved by the MATRIX Foundation
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1. Introduction


The MATRIX blockchain browser is a simple search tool. By entering a wallet
address or transaction hash, the user can view and query a wallet’s balance and
other transaction details. For example, the user can view a transaction’s fees,
how much was transferred, what balance remains, when the transfer occurred,
etc. This document aims to provide a detailed description of the use and
functions of the MATRIX Blockchain Browser to make the user experience as
convenient as possible.

2. Home Page

1.

Search Bar(Search by Address/ Txhash/ BlockNum): You can query your account
information by entering wallet address; you can query transaction details by
entering Txhash; you can query the block information including transactions
recorded in the block and block generation details by entering BlockNumber.

2.

BLOCK HEIGHT: Number of blocks mined.

3.

BLOCK TIME: The average block generation time between the current and original
blocks.
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4.

TRANSACTIONS: Number of transactions on network.

5.

MAX TPS: Maximum transactions per second.

6.

Latest Blocks: A record of the most recent mined blocks.

7.

Latest Transactions: A record of the most recent transactions generated on the
network.

2.1 The Search Bar

2.1.1 Search by Address:
You can query your account information by entering a wallet address.
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2.1.2 Search by Txhash:
You can query transaction details by entering a transaction’s hash (Txhash).

2.1.3 Search by BlockNum:
You can query the block information including the transactions recorded
in a block by entering a block number.

Hash

Current block hash value. A unique value.

ParentHash

Hash value of last block in blockchain.

Mined By

Users can click the address to display the block miner’s
information.
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Difficulty
Total
Difficulty
Gas Limit
Gas Used
Nonce

A block’s difficulty is calculated by the consensus algorithm
and considers the parent block’s Block Time and Difficulty.
Difficulty is applied during mining.
The value that adds up the difficulties of each block from
Block 0.
Gas limit is to measure the sum of transactions allowed to be
packaged in this block.
Gas used is to measure how many transactions are actually
packaged.
A 64-bit hash applied to a block during the mining stage.

2.2 Latest Blocks
You can view a record of the most recent mined blocks.
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2.3 Latest Transactions
You can view a record of the most recent transactions
generated on the Matrix AI Network.
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3. Blockchain

All Blocks:
You can view the records of blocks generation.

All transactions:
You can view a record of all transactions generated on the Matrix AI Network.
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AI Transactions:
You can view a record of all transactions generated using the AI server.

Authorized Entrusts:
You can view a record of all authorized entrusts, that is,
the original address authorized the another address
to draw on its wallet’s “available assets” to cover gas fees.
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Scheduled Transactions/Revocable Transactions:
You can view all scheduled/revocable transactions details.

Reverted Transactions:
You can view all reverted transactions details.
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4. Stats

HashRate Growth Chart:
Hash rate over time.

Miner Distribution Chart:
Graphic distribution of miners.
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Validator Distribution Chart:
Graphic distribution of validators.

Block Difficulty Chart:
Difficulty of mining over time.
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Blocktime Chart:
Block creation time.

Block TPS Chart:
Block TPS over time.

Block TPS Top 10 Chart
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Overview Chart
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5. AI Server
When a user attaches a picture to a transaction, it is automatically analyzed and
processed by the AI Server. The analysis results and transaction information are then
displayed in html in the MATRIX Blockchain Browser.
The AI Server supports several processing services including Object Detection, Pose
Detection and Medical Diagnosis.

Object Detection:
The AI Object Detection is designed to detect objects in pictures
and provide measures of statistical similarity between multiple objects.
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Pose Detection:
The AI Pose Detection recognizes human posture. This AI service detects and marks
different parts of the human body in static, flat pictures.

Medical Diagnosis:
The Medical Diagnosis utilizes the artificial intelligence technology to analyze CT
scans and generates a full report. It should be noted that, currently, only the AIenhanced imaging protocols to detect SCLCs is open to the public.
The rib fracture protocol requires some more testing
before the Matrix team releases it publicly.
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